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Performance Metric
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Performance Metric
In every sport, the ultimate goal of each team is winning. However, the final outcome
of a game might not be representative of a team’s performance. In other words, a very
productive team might loose a game with a very small difference in points. In such case,
someone cannot absolutely conclude that the team did not perform well. When it comes to
basketball, the aforementioned situation is amplified, since a team that lost a game, for
instance by 4 points, does not necessarily performed poorly.
Based on the aforementioned definition of a “good performance”, a binary variable of
winning or loosing is an ill-specified metric in terms of capturing the performance of a team.
Therefore, the difference in points at each game will be used in order to identify the features
that will explain the variation in each team’s performance, as the difference in points of the
target team (Ivy League teams) and the opponent team.
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Data Acquisition
At this part of the project, additional variables were acquired from the following website
http://www.sports-reference.com/, in order to supplement the provided dataset with features
that will best explain a team’s performance.

2.1

Coach Data

A team’s coach can be viewed as a flagship of strategy, ensuring the collective development
of his or her team into a high-performing one. A coach is the person that creates the right
conditions for learning and improvement to happen and find ways of motivating the team to
achieve its full potential. A good and productive coach has the opportunity to lead a team to
high performances and positive outcomes.
That is, acquiring coach data is crucial and is expected to explain a lot of variation on each
team’s performance. But how can a coach’s performance be measured and quantified in order
to underly his potential? After observing the available coach data at the following website
http://www.sports-reference.com/ the ones that appear to be most interesting are the
following:
•

Successive Coaching Years at a Specific Team
When a coach is leading a specific team for sequence of years, then he might have the
ability to know the tournament as well as the opponent teams’ strategies and
intentions. A new coach, on the other hand, might need an additional adaption time in
order to be able to take full advantage of his team’s potential.
Therefore, a feature indicating the subsequent years of coaching at the corresponding
team till the previous season of each game, is generated.

•

Coach Win-Loss Percentage at his Overall Career (till previous season)
The statistics matters even when it comes to coaches. Knowing the win-loss
percentage of a coach during his overall career till the previous season, might be a key
indicator of how effective a team’s coach can be.

•

Coach NCAA Tournament Appearances
Another metric that can effectively capture the potential of a coach, is the number of
appearances at the NCAA Tournament. The more appearances a coach has at the
corresponding tournament, the more experience he has acquired regarding the
opponent teams, the strategy that he must adopt in order to make his team stands out,
and finally wining of the trophy.
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The above mentioned features that underlie the potential of each team’s coach were scraped
through an automated algorithmic approach that was generated by using beautifoulsoup
python package (see additional submitted file “Python_Code”). More specifically, for each of
the eight target teams (e.g. Brown, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, Harvard, Pennsylvania,
Princeton and Yale) and for each year of the data time horizon (e.g. 2006-2015, plus
additional year of 2005) the corresponding coach was identified. For this coach the “First
Coaching Year in corresponding Team”, “Overall Win-Loss Percentage” and “Number of
NCAA appearances” was acquired, creating a nested dictionary of coach data.
After acquiring the needed data, a dataframe of the additional features for each college 𝑖 and
year 𝑗 was generated indicating:
•

The consecutive “Coaching Years” of team’s “current” coach 𝑘 since the “current”
year (year of interest) as:
𝐂𝐨𝐚𝐜𝐡𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐘𝐞𝐚𝐫𝐬𝒊,𝒋 = Year! − First Coaching Year!,! + 1

•

The “Overall Win-Loss ” of team’s corresponding coach 𝑘 as the corresponding winloss percentage of the coach in the previous year (in order to avoid endogeneity if the
variable includes the actual year of the game):
𝐎𝐯𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐥𝐥 𝐖𝐢𝐧 − 𝐋𝐨𝐬𝐬 𝒊,𝒋 = Coach Ovearall Win − Loss !,!!!

•

The “NCAA Appearances” of team’s corresponding coach 𝑘 as the corresponding
total number of appearances at NCAA Tournament of coach till the previous year:
𝐍𝐂𝐀𝐀 𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐞𝐚𝐫𝐚𝐧𝐜𝐞𝐬 𝒊,𝒋 = Coach NCAA Appearnaces !,!!!

2.2

Team Composition Data

The provided data correspond to college basketball teams and thus the team composition of
each team is expected to face minor or major changes every year (each student stays in
college for four years), affecting the performance of the team. More specifically, if a team
remains the same compared to the previous season, then the players know each other’s
personal advantages and weakness in the field. In addition, an unchanged team is more united
and focused since the majority of the players had the opportunity to develop interpersonal and
professional relationships. Therefore, the change (or contrariwise the similarity) in team
composition of the “current” year compared to the previous one, might explain a lot of
variation in a team’s performance per game.
In order to create an additional feature that will underlie the similarity of each team’s
composition to the previous year’s, a similar automated algorithmic approach to coach data
was generated. More specifically, for each of the eight target teams (e.g. Brown, Columbia,
Cornell, Dartmouth, Harvard, Pennsylvania, Princeton and Yale) and for each year of the
data time horizon (e.g. 2006-2015, plus additional year of 2005) the corresponding team
composition was identified and the players’ names were acquired.
For each college 𝑖 and year 𝑗, the similarity of each team’s composition between the current
and the previous year was computed (“Team_Comp_Change” in code), based on the Jacquard
Similarity as following:
𝐓𝐞𝐚𝐦 𝐂𝐨𝐦𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐒𝐢𝐦𝐢𝐥𝐚𝐫𝐢𝐭𝐲𝒊,𝒋 =

Team Composition!,! ∩ Team Composition !,!!!
Team Composition!,! ∪ Team Composition !,!!!
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For instance, the Brown team in 2005 and 2006 was comprised of the players presented in
Table 1.
Table 1. Brown’s school team composition
Brown’s College Team Composition
Year 2005
Year 2006
Marcus Becker
Marcus Becker
Adolphe Coulibaly
James Daniels
James Daniels
Nathan Eads
Nathan Eads
PJ Flaherty
PJ Flaherty
Scott Friske
Jason Forte
Damon Huffman
Damon Huffman
Keenan Jeppson
Keenan Jeppson
Aaron Jimenez
Mark MacDonald
John Kresse
Sam Manhanga
Mark MacDonald
Mark McAndrew
Sam Manhanga
Eric Nordrum
Mark McAndrew
Kyle Nordrum
Luke Ruscoe
Luke Ruscoe
Chris Skrelja

The team composition similarity (stated as ‘Team_Comp_Change’) of Brown College in
2006, is therefore computed as:
𝐓𝐞𝐚𝐦 𝐂𝐨𝐦𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐒𝐢𝐦𝐢𝐥𝐚𝐫𝐢𝐭𝐲𝑩𝒓𝒐𝒘𝒏,𝟐𝟎𝟎𝟔 =

10
≅ 𝟎. 𝟓𝟓𝟔
18

A sample of the newly constructed features per college and year is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Sample of Coach dataframe
School
yale
yale
yale
yale
yale
yale
yale
yale
yale
yale
pennsylvania
pennsylvania
pennsylvania
pennsylvania
pennsylvania
pennsylvania
pennsylvania
pennsylvania
pennsylvania
pennsylvania

Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Coach_Name
James Jones
James Jones
James Jones
James Jones
James Jones
James Jones
James Jones
James Jones
James Jones
James Jones
Fran Dunphy
Glen Miller
Glen Miller
Glen Miller
Jerome Allen
Jerome Allen
Jerome Allen
Jerome Allen
Jerome Allen
Jerome Allen

Coaching_Years Coach_Win_Loss_Perc Coach_NCAA_appear Team_Comp_Change
7
0.449
0
0.474
8
0.459
0
0.579
9
0.466
0
0.550
10
0.466
0
0.524
11
0.466
0
0.579
12
0.458
0
0.474
13
0.464
0
0.550
14
0.48
0
0.571
15
0.477
0
0.524
16
0.485
0
0.579
17
0.653
8
0.318
1
0.655
9
0.579
2
0.71
1
0.476
3
0.565
1
0.500
1
0.5
1
0.400
2
0.286
0
0.417
3
0.388
0
0.409
4
0.476
0
0.474
5
0.425
0
0.632
6
0.397
0
0.280
…
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Feature Selection Process

At this part of the project, the variable selection process is presented. To summarise, first all
variables are examined for correlation between each other in order to avoid multicollinearity
problems. If two highly correlated variables take place simultaneously at a regression
estimation, then the final estimated results will be biased due to multicollinearity. When two
highly correlated variables are identified, the one that is included at the model with the lowest
AIC is preferred and the other is omitted from the set of potential predictors.
After omitting the highly correlated variables, different feature selection techniques are
implemented. Based on the provided results in addition to an intuitive conceptual
argumentation and a backward-forward selection process, the set of the final variables, that
will be included in the final model to predict team performance, are selected. Last but not
least, the functional form of each variable is selected based on the distribution of each one of
them and is validated through statistical tests to avoid any bias due to functional form
misspecification. The selected variables at each stage of the selection process are presented in
Appendix.

3.1

Multicollinearity

To begin with, the provided and the newly created variables (Section 2) are examined for
correlation. In Figure 1, a correlation heatmap is presented underlying the correlation between
each pair of variables.
In order to avoid possible multicollinearity problems, the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) of
every independent variable is computed as following:
𝑉𝐼𝐹! = 1

1 − 𝑅!!

where 𝑅!! : R-squared from regressing 𝑥! on all other independent variables.
A VIF greater than 10 will indicate a multicollinearity problem, and thus the corresponding
variable will be strongly correlated with other independent variables. The VIFs of the all the
possible independent variables are presented in Table 3.
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Figure 1. Heatmap of pairwise correlations between all variables of the provided dataset
Table 3. Variance Inflation Factors of potential predictors

Variance Inflation Factors
Game
factor(Year)
same_conf
home_game
height_diversity
ethnic_diversity
region_diversity
school_diversity
degree_diversity
class_diversity
experience_with_opponent
experience_in_arena
conference_size
conf_wl
opp_games_played
opponent_win_loss
Coaching_Years
Coach_Win_Loss_Perc
Coach_NCAA_appear
Team_Comp_Change
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2.841
3.377
24.667
36.610
1.447
1.117
1.357
1.517
1.565
4.511
23.293
37.759
3.501
3.224
2.732
1.763
1.691
1.872
1.668
1.546
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From the VIF values (Table 3) someone can conclude that the “home_game”,
“experience_in_arena”, “experience_with_opponent” and “same_conf”, are variables that are
strongly correlated with other independent variables. After observing the correlation heatmap
(Figure 1), “home_game” is appeared to be significantly correlated with “experience
_in_arena”, whereas “experience_ with_opponent” with “same_conf”. The multicollinearity
problem will occur if someone includes on the same model both of these highly correlated
variables, which underly the same feature. From a conceptual point of view, a team is
expected to have higher experience when playing at “home” field, whereas when a team is at
the same conference with the opponent then it is expected that they both have a higher
experience playing with each other (additional games between the conference). At the
provided dataset the aforementioned situation is amplified since when a game takes place in
the target colleges’ “home”, then it will have a high experience in the arena, whereas when it
plays at the opponent’s field it does not. Moreover, all the target teams belong to the same
conference (Ivy League) and thus the majority opponents are part of a different conference.
Therefore, when target team’s opponent belongs to a different conference then they have less
experience playing between each other.
In order to select the best possible predictor between each of the above pairs of correlated
variables, an initial linear regression model is created. Including each time one of these
variables, the one that belongs to the model with the lowest AIC is selected. That is,
“experience_in_arena” and “same_conf” are omitted from the initial set of potential
regressors, since the presence of “home_game” and “experience_with_opponent”
respectively, resulted in a better final model criteria.

3.2

Feature Importance

Different feature selection techniques are implemented in order to interpret the potential
predictors and have a first statistical signal of their importance. Each technique has each own
limitations and therefore three different feature selection methods are taken into consideration
in order to balance out their relative differences and weaknesses. More specifically, a
univariate selection method namely F – Regression, a Random Forest Regressor, and a
stability Randomised Lasso selection process. The rationale of each of those tecniques is
presented as follows.

3.2.1 F – Regression
In order to gain a better understanding of the potential predictors, an F – Regression is
implemented. By examining each feature individually, this method aims to capture the
strength that each predictor appears to have with the regressant, namely the outcome of a
game. The most important limitation of this technique is its incapability to identify the most
important feature among a subset of correlated variables.
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Figure 2. Feature importance based on F – regression technique

3.2.2 Random Forest Regressor
In order to account for the F-Regression’s limitation to account for redundancies, Random
Forest (RF) machine learning technique is implemented. Random Forest consists of a number
of decision trees, with each node representing a random feature selection in order to decrease
the “current” impurity of the tree. The impurity decrease caused by each feature selection is
used as the basis of feature ranking.
Although RF accounts for redundancies, when correlated features are included it randomly
selects the best feature among some highly correlated variables. That is, some important
features might be low-ranked because their correlated ones were randomly selected as the
high-important features (although all of them might be important in explaining the variation
of the target variable).

Figure 3. Feature importance based on Random Forest technique
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3.2.3 Randomised Lasso Regression
In order to overpass the limitation introduced by Random Forest, where an important feature
might have a low-rank score in favor of another high-ranked correlated feature, a stability
selection process is implemented through a Randomised Lasso Regression. Stability selection
is an iterative selection process applied on “different subsets of data and features each time”
(Meinshausen and Bühlmann, 2010). The final importance metric of each feature is based on
the number of times that it was proven to be important. That is, important features will always
be scored close to 100%, no matter if they are correlated with others (unlike RF where an
important feature might end up with a low-importance score). Additional important features
will have non-zero scores, since they will have a chance to be selected when the most
important features are not present when downsampling the features at each iteration.

Figure 4. Feature importance based on Randomised Lasso technique

After taking into consideration the results of the aforementioned feature selection process, the
predictors that are decided to be omitted at this stage are the following:
“experience_with_opponent”, “region_diversity”, “school_diversity” and “degree_diversity”
and “Year”. Region, School and Degree diversity were expected to have a low importance in
predicting the outcome of a game, since the diversity at each team is captured with more
explanatory variables, such as the similarity of team composition compared to previous year’s
(“Team_Comp_Change”) and Class diversity. In addition, the Year of each game will be
important only if it captured the differences that happened at each team in different aspects
that will potential influence its performace. However, a variety of year lagged variables are
taken into consideration.
Although “Coaching Years” and “Game” are appeared to be features of low-importance, it is
decided to be included in the set potential predictors and move to the next stage of the
selection process, since conceptually are expected to be important either individually or
interactively with other features. Those decisions were further evaluated with a forwardbackward selection process, the results of which matched statistically and conceptually the
ones provided by the feature selection methods
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3.3

Functional Form Misspecification

After the feature selection process, the distributions of the potential predictors (Figure 5) are
examined to identify the functional form that will best explain the variation of the outcome.
Firstly, the distribution of each variable is observed to obtain any needed transformations
(distributions that appear too skewed or ranges that are too wide). For instance, the
distribution of “Ethnic Diversity” has a slightly right skewedness and therefore a logarithm
form of the variable is selected. “Class Diversity” on the other hand, has a left-skewed
distribution and thus a power-transformation (square) is selected as the most appropriate
form. Similarly for “Conference size” and “Coaching Years” a square – transformation is also
selected. All transformations are validated by statistical tests for functional form
misspecification, and more precisely by Ramsey’s RESET specification test for linear models.

Figure 5. Distribution of potential exaplanatory variables

3.4

Interaction Terms

Based on the conceptual interpretation of the data, an additional interaction term between
“Game” and “Team Composition Change” is generated. The reason for this interaction can be
attributed to the fact that a team that has changed in terms of composition compared to the
previous year, might have the opportunity to overpass the effect of such change while playing
more and more games throughout the season. In other words, a newly constructed team will
have the opportunity to perform better while playing more games. Although such interaction
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term is expected to be a good predictor of a team’s performance, it will be proven statistically
insignificant at the upcoming stage of the selection process (Final Selection, Section 3.5).

3.5

Final Selection

In order to make the final selection of the best features that will predict a team’s performance
per game, a forward – backward feature selection process is implemented (leap package,
in “R_code” script) using the potential predictors from previous stage, in order to provide the
model with the lowest AIC (penaltising for overfitting).
At this point a rule of thumb is mentioned, which indicates that models not differing by 2, in
terms of AIC values, are treated as equally adequate. That is, between the proposed models,
whose AIC values differ by less than 2, the one that provides the highest Adjusted R-squared
is preferred. The explanatory variables that provided the best R-squared, are selected as the
final predictors that will try to explain the variation of outcome. Finally, the features that are
proven to be conceptually and statistically the best features explaining a team’s performance
per game are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Selected features for predicting team performance

Final Selected Predictors
home_game
height_diversity
log(ethnic_diversity)
class_diversity
2
class_diversity
conference_size
2
conference_size
conf_wl
opp_games_played
opponent_win_loss
Coaching_Years
2
Coaching_Years
Coach_Win_Loss_Perc
Coach_NCAA_appear
Team_Comp_Change

Last but not least, the selected variables are tested for functional form missspecification in
order to validate the proposed forms. Based on the RESET test’s results (Table 5) the null
hypothesis of correctly specified functional form of model is failed to be rejected at 6%
significant level and thus someone can conclude that the proposed functional forms of the
predictors are correctly defined and there is no misspecification; the presence of which will
introduce bias to the estimated results at a later stage.
Table 5. Ramsey’s RESET Test results

RESET Test for Functional Form
Misspecification
RESET
DF1
DF2
P-value
2.796
2
2316
0.06127
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3.6

Conceptual Justification

After selecting the variables that are expected to be the best features in predicting a team’s
performance per game, an additional final brief conceptual justification takes place to ensure
the validity of the proposed predictors. The reasoning regarding the additional features that
were acquired from the web, and appeared to be significantly important in predicting the
outcome of a game, was presented in Section 2.
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Home Game:
When a team plays at his “home” field, then it is expected to have a better
performance, for instance due to familiarity and encouragement by potential fans.
Height Diversity:
When a team has a high height diversity, then its performance might be influenced
since for each position if the roster differs, then some players might be ineffective.
That is, the lowest the height diversity, the better the performance of the team is
expected to be.
Ethnic Diversity:
When a team has a high ethnic diversity, then its players might face communicational
issues due to cultural differences that might negatively influence the overall
performance of the team.
Class Diversity:
When a team has a small class diversity that means that the majority of the existing
players know each other more and if they are not first-year students then they have
played together in previous seasons as well. That is, the players are more experienced
and can achieve their full potential. While class diversity increases, the players might
face communicational issues and such lack of strong relationships might influence the
team’s overall performance. However, highly diverted teams are expected to include
players from all different class indicating that people from same class know each other
and thus they can balance out the previous mentioned problem and start performing
better (square of variable).
Conference Size (opponents):
The higher the opponent’s conference size, the more chances the opponent team has to
play additional games that will improve their performance (up to a point upon which
will not make any difference – square of variable)
Conference Win Loss ratio (opponents):
If the opponent team belongs to a conference with a high average win loss ratio, then
this conference consists of very competitive and productive teams. That is, a team
coming from a conference with a high win loss ratio, is expected to be more
competitive.
Number of games played by opponent in conference:
Similarly with opponent’s conference size, the more games a team has played in its
conference, the more chances it has to improve its performance in practice and thus
the more competitive it is expected to be.
Opponent’s Win Loss Percentage:
Since this variable corresponds to previous season’s win-loss percentage of the
opponent team, it is the best available proxy to indicate the competitiveness and
effectiveness of the opponent. The higher the opponent win-loss percentage, the more
competitive that team is expected to be affecting significantly the outcome of the
game.
14
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Regression Estimation Results
After selecting the most important features to explain the variation of a team’s performance
on each game as a function of the game’s outcome, a linear regression model that describes
the outcome of a game in terms of the selected predictors was created as following:
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 = 𝛽! + 𝛽! ∙ home game + 𝛽! ∙ height diversity + 𝛽! ∙ log ethnic diversity + 𝛽!
∙ class diversity + 𝛽! ∙ class diverstiy ! + 𝛽! ∙ conference size + 𝛽!
∙ conference size! + 𝛽! ∙ conf wl + 𝛽! ∙ opp games played + 𝛽!"
∙ opponent win loss + 𝛽!! ∙ Coach Win Loss Perc + 𝛽!" ∙ Coach NCAA appear
+ 𝛽!" ∙ Team Comp Change + 𝛽!" ∙ Coaching Years + 𝛽!" ∙ Coaching Years ! + 𝑢

The estimated multiple regression equation is produced by choosing the parameters β, so as to
minimize the sum of squares of the error term u, in order to compute the fitted values of the
independent variables. The results of the estimated equation by OLS, with the standard errors,
are presented in Table 6.
Table 6. Estimated Regression results by OLS

Regression Results by OLS with Standard Errors
Dependent variable:
outcome
Home game
5.304***
(0.538)
Height diversity
-13.663***
(3.665)
log(Ethnic diversity)
-4.281***
(0.906)
Class diversity
-18.843***
(4.294)
Class diversity 2
21.314***
(6.260)
Conference size
2.899***
(0.925)
Conference size2
-0.167***
(0.040)
Conf wl
-31.656***
(7.980)
Opp games played
-0.262***
(0.063)
Opponent win loss
-23.266***
(1.694)
Coach Win Loss Perc
12.507***
(3.164)
Coach NCAA appear
1.080***
(0.215)
Team Comp Change
9.696***
(2.923)
Coaching_Years
0.283**
(0.130)
Coaching_Years2
-0.013***
15
(0.004)
Constant
11.765***
(2.283)
Observations
2,334

(0.063)
-23.266***
(1.694)
12.507***
(3.164)
1.080***
(0.215)
9.696***
(2.923)
0.283**
(0.130)
-0.013***
(0.004)
11.765***
(2.283)
2,334
0.333
0.329
*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

Opponent win loss
Coach Win Loss Perc
Regression Estimation Results
Coach NCAA appear
Team Comp Change
Coaching_Years
Coaching_Years2
Constant

Note:

Observations
R2
Adjusted R2

The aforementioned model is then tested for heteroskedasticity. A White test is performed,
using the Breusch-Pagan function, with the fitted values of the original regression, the results
of which are presented below:
Table 7. White test’s results for heteroskedasticity

Studentized Breusch-Pagan Test
BP stat
DF
P-value
21.271
2
2.404e-05

Based on the test’s results the null hypothesis of homoscedastic errors is rejected at 1%
significant level and thus someone can conclude that the errors are heteroskedastic.
Further evidence of heteroskedasticity can be provided by plotting the residuals over the fitted
values of the estimated model. From the residuals plots (Figure 6) someone can conclude that
the errors are heteroskedastic since the variance of errors is not constant (“Scale - Location”).
However, the distribution of the residuals appear to have a strong linear tendency (“Normal
QQ”) validating the needed normality assumption of the model. Moreover, there are no high
influential points or outlayers requiring further investigation (cook distance >1 in “Residuals
vs Leverage” plot).
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Figure 6. Residuals plots of linear regression model

Since the standard errors allow misspecification of the variance function (the variance of the
unobserved error is not constant), then they are biased. Theorefore the OLS standard errors
need to be adjusted with the Robust standard errors. In order to find the robust errors, the
variance of every estimated coefficient of the indepent variables is estimated as:
𝑟. 𝑠𝑒 𝛽! =

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝛽! ) =

!
!
!!! 𝑟!"

𝑢!" !

𝑆𝑆𝑅! !

The final estimated regression by OLS results with robust errors are presented in Table 8. The
regression results depict that the selected predictors explain 32.9% of the variation of the
outcome of each game. The effect of each selected feature on a team’s performance (as a
function of the game’s outcome) is statistically significant at 1% significance level,
underlying the effective selection process (Part 3). Moreover, the F-test of overall significance
of model is significant at 1% (Prob F-statistic = 3.41e-169) and therefore someone can
conclude that the proposed regression model provides a better fit than the intercept-only
model and predicts the outcome of a game better than the mean outcome of the data.
Table 8. Estimated Regression results by OLS with Robust errors

Regression Results by OLS with Robust Errors
Dependent variable:
outcome
Home game
5.304***
(0.541)
Height diversity
-13.663***
(3.502)
log(Ethnic diversity)
-4.281***
(0.882)
Class diversity
-18.843***
(4.436)
Class diversity 2
21.314***
(6.471)
Conference size
2.899***
(0.971)
Conference size2
-0.167***
(0.041)
Conf wl
-31.656***
(8.106)
Opp games played
-0.262***
(0.082)
Opponent win loss
-23.266***
(1.675)
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Coach Win Loss Perc
12.507***
(3.365)
Coach NCAA appear
1.080***
(0.231)

Class diversity

21.314
(6.471)
2.899***
(0.971)
-0.167***
(0.041)
-31.656***
(8.106)
-0.262***
(0.082)
-23.266***
(1.675)
12.507***
(3.365)
1.080***
(0.231)
9.696***
(2.959)
0.283**
(0.133)
-0.013***
(0.005)
11.765***
(2.748)
2,334
3.41e-169
0.333
0.329
*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

Conference size

Regression Estimation Results

Conference size2
Conf wl

Opp games played
Opponent win loss
Coach Win Loss Perc
Coach NCAA appear
Team Comp Change
Coaching_Years
Coaching_Years2
Constant
Observations
Prob(F – Statistic)
R2
Adjusted R2
Note:

In Figure 7 the percentage contribution of each independent variable to the resulted R-squared
is presented. As expected, the lag seasoned “opponent_win_loss” variable, is the most
significant predictor in explaining a team’s performance as a function of the game’s outcome,
followed by “opp_games_played” and “home_game”. The additional features that were
generated from the web, are all statistically significant and are proven to be good predictors
on team’s performance, with Coach Win-Loss Percentage and Team Composition Similarity
(Change) having a strong economical effect on the final outcome of the game (magintude of
estimated coefficients).

Figure 7. R-squared percentage contribution of each explanatory feature

In Figure 8, the relationship of each predictor to the response variable (game’s outcome) is
presented. More specifically, for each of the significant predictors, the estimated regression
coefficient is used to compute the outcome based on the corresponding values at the provided
dataset, controlling for all other factors by setting the respective average value. Predictors that
were selected to have a nonlinear relationship with the response variable, appear to have a
parabolic or logarithmic shape.
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Regression Estimation Results

Controlling for all other features that influence a team’s performance, from Figure 8 someone
can observe how each one of the selected predictors influence the outcome of a game and
therefore a team’s performance. All values are realistic and correspond to the expected ones in
terms of magnitude and direction, providing additional evidence of the statistical and
conceptual (Conceptual Justification, Section 3.5) validity of the selected features and
regression model.

Figure 8. Estimated regression results of each predictor on outcome
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Appendix

Appendix
Selected variables at each stage of Feature Selection Process
MultiCollinearity
Feature Selection Methods
Game
Game
factor(Year)
factor(Year)
same_conf
same_conf
home_game
home_game
height_diversity
height_diversity
ethnic_diversity
ethnic_diversity

Initial Features
Game
factor(Year)
same_conf
home_game
height_diversity
ethnic_diversity
class_diversity

class_diversity

class_diversity

region_diversity
school_diversity
degree_diversity
experience_with_opponent
experience_in_arena

region_diversity
school_diversity
degree_diversity
experience_with_opponent
experience_in_arena

region_diversity
school_diversity
degree_diversity
experience_with_opponent
experience_in_arena

conference_size

conference_size

conference_size

conf_wl
opp_games_played
opponent_win_loss

conf_wl
opp_games_played
opponent_win_loss

conf_wl
opp_games_played
opponent_win_loss

Coaching_Years

Coaching_Years

Coaching_Years

Coach_Win_Loss_Perc
Coach_NCAA_appear
Team_Comp_Change

Coach_Win_Loss_Perc
Coach_NCAA_appear
Team_Comp_Change

Coach_Win_Loss_Perc
Coach_NCAA_appear
Team_Comp_Change

Interactions
Game
factor(Year)
same_conf
home_game
height_diversity
log(ethnic_diversity)
class_diversity +
2
class_diversity
region_diversity
school_diversity
degree_diversity
experience_with_opponent
experience_in_arena
conference_size +
2
conference_size
conf_wl
opp_games_played
opponent_win_loss
Coaching_Years +
2
Coaching_Years
Coach_Win_Loss_Perc
Coach_NCAA_appear
Team_Comp_Change
Game: Team_Comp_Change

Functional Forms
Game
factor(Year)
same_conf
home_game
height_diversity
log(ethnic_diversity)
class_diversity +
class_diversity2
region_diversity
school_diversity
degree_diversity
experience_with_opponent
experience_in_arena
conference_size +
conference_size 2
conf_wl
opp_games_played
opponent_win_loss
Coaching_Years +
Coaching_Years 2
Coach_Win_Loss_Perc
Coach_NCAA_appear
Team_Comp_Change

Final Selection
Game
factor(Year)
same_conf
home_game
height_diversity
log(ethnic_diversity)
class_diversity +
2
class_diversity
region_diversity
school_diversity
degree_diversity
experience_with_opponent
experience_in_arena
conference_size +
2
conference_size
conf_wl
opp_games_played
opponent_win_loss
Coaching_Years +
2
Coaching_Years
Coach_Win_Loss_Perc
Coach_NCAA_appear
Team_Comp_Change
Game: Team_Comp_Change
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